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What is globalization? How have the world economies changed in recent years? What impact do these changes have on business
and management practice? Through creative use of examples, case studies and exercises from organizations worldwide, this
book demonstrates the many levels at which globalization impacts on contemporary businesses, society and organizations and
elucidates the ways in which different globalization trends and factors interrelate. Focusing on an integrated approach to
understanding the effects of global trends such as new technologies, new markets, and cultural and political changes, the book
enables students to understand the wider implications of globalization and apply this to their study and comprehension of
contemporary business and management. Each chapter: - opens with a short and current case which introduces the key concepts
covered in that chapter - provides an overview of chapter objectives to allow the student to navigate easily - illustrates the chapter
concepts with useful boxed examples - concludes with a review of the key chapter concepts learnt - provides a series of review
and discussion questions - offers 'Global Enterprise Project' assignments for applying course concepts to the same company gives up-to-date references from many sources to direct student's further reading. Students can access the companion website
which includes additional material in support of each chapter of the book by clicking on the `companion website' logo above.
This book outlines the effects that technology-induced change will have on sport within the next five to ten years, and provides
food for thought concerning what lies further ahead. Presented as a collection of essays, the authors are leading academics from
renowned institutions such as Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Queensland University of Technology, and the University of
Cambridge, and practitioners with extensive technological expertise. In their essays, the authors examine the impacts of emerging
technologies like artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, and robotics on sports and assess how they will change sport itself,
consumer behavior, and existing business models. The book will help athletes, entrepreneurs, and innovators working in the
sports industry to spot trendsetting technologies, gain deeper insights into how they will affect their activities, and identify the most
effective responses to stay ahead of the competition both on and off the pitch.
An unvarnished, unauthorized, behind-the-scenes account of one of the most dominant pop cultural forces in contemporary
America Operating out of a tiny office on Madison Avenue in the early 1960s, a struggling company called Marvel Comics
presented a cast of brightly costumed characters distinguished by smart banter and compellingly human flaws. Spider-Man, the
Fantastic Four, Captain America, the Incredible Hulk, the Avengers, Iron Man, Thor, the X-Men, Daredevil—these superheroes
quickly won children's hearts and sparked the imaginations of pop artists, public intellectuals, and campus radicals. Over the
course of a half century, Marvel's epic universe would become the most elaborate fictional narrative in history and serve as a
modern American mythology for millions of readers. Throughout this decades-long journey to becoming a multibillion-dollar
enterprise, Marvel's identity has continually shifted, careening between scrappy underdog and corporate behemoth. As the
company has weathered Wall Street machinations, Hollywood failures, and the collapse of the comic book market, its characters
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have been passed along among generations of editors, artists, and writers—also known as the celebrated Marvel "Bullpen."
Entrusted to carry on tradition, Marvel's contributors—impoverished child prodigies, hallucinating peaceniks, and mercenary
careerists among them—struggled with commercial mandates, a fickle audience, and, over matters of credit and control, one
another. For the first time, Marvel Comics reveals the outsized personalities behind the scenes, including Martin Goodman, the
self-made publisher who forayed into comics after a get-rich-quick tip in 1939; Stan Lee, the energetic editor who would shepherd
the company through thick and thin for decades; and Jack Kirby, the World War II veteran who'd co-created Captain America in
1940 and, twenty years later, developed with Lee the bulk of the company's marquee characters in a three-year frenzy of creativity
that would be the grounds for future legal battles and endless debates. Drawing on more than one hundred original interviews with
Marvel insiders then and now, Marvel Comics is a story of fertile imaginations, lifelong friendships, action-packed fistfights,
reformed criminals, unlikely alliances, and third-act betrayals— a narrative of one of the most extraordinary, beloved, and
beleaguered pop cultural entities in America's history.
Invasive Cardiology: A Manual for Cath Lab Personnel, Third Edition was recently honored with 4 Stars from Doody's Book
Review! Completely revised and updated, the Third Edition of Invasive Cardiology: A Manual for Cath Lab Personnel, is written
specifically for nurses, technologists, and allied health personnel working in the catheterization laboratory. Topics cover all aspects
of the catheterization laboratory including cardiovascular anatomy, radiography, angiography, technical duties of the staff, right
and left heart catheterization, PCI, invasive ultrasound, valvuloplasty, hemostasis, pediatric interventions, pharmacology,
emergency procedures, and many others.
Bending Reality is Victoria Song's innovative process used by billionaires, tech founders, and the world's most successful leaders
to make the impossible probable. In this fast-paced guide to success, you will learn how to: Bend reality by mastering two states of
being that most people aren't even aware of; Reach your personal peak without burning out; Navigate change and face the
unknown like the greatest leaders; Access creative downloads that artists, musicians, and geniuses receive; Make your own
luck--there's literally a recipe; Find your unique "zone of genius" and live from it every day. After learning how to bend reality, you
will no longer need to memorize rules, tips, or tricks; instead, you will embody the essence of a remarkable leader who can make
the impossible probable.
Basketball Sports Medicine and ScienceSpringer Nature
Economics professor Henry Spearman investigates the murder of two of the members of the Harvard Promotion and Tenure
Committee
This book is designed as a comprehensive educational resource not only for basketball medical caregivers and scientists but for
all basketball personnel. Written by a multidisciplinary team of leading experts in their fields, it provides information and guidance
on injury prevention, injury management, and rehabilitation for physicians, physical therapists, athletic trainers, rehabilitation
specialists, conditioning trainers, and coaches. All commonly encountered injuries and a variety of situations and scenarios
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specific to basketball are covered with the aid of more than 200 color photos and illustrations. Basketball Sports Medicine and
Science is published in collaboration with ESSKA and will represent a superb, comprehensive educational resource. It is further
hoped that the book will serve as a link between the different disciplines and modalities involved in basketball care, creating a
common language and improving communication within the team staff and environment.

Monitoring Training and Performance in Athletes provides practitioners with the information needed in order to oversee
an athlete monitoring system and to collect, analyze, and interpret monitoring data so that training programs can be
adjusted to achieve optimal athlete preparation and performance.
Animal production is constantly changing. Over recent years, feed costs have increased significantly. Furthermore, today
more emphasis is being placed on the health and welfare of production animals and birds, and in particular to the risk of
zoonoses and potential food scares. The pig and poultry industries must now address not only the costs and efficiency of
production, but also the impact of health and disease to both animals and the consumer. This edited collection of papers
is taken from a series of seminars that brought together some of the world's leading authorities in the field of pig and
poultry nutrition, health and production. The fundamental theme is to address the issues of nutrition and health, and in
particular to cover the interactions and potential conflicts between the two. The importance of digestive function and the
influence of nutrition on health and disease are covered in-depth. Strategies to combat salmonella and mycotoxins are
also discussed. 'Formula for the future: nutrition or pathology' is aimed at nutritionists, veterinarians and animal producers
as well as students and researchers studying animal and applied biological sciences.
“A great no-BS resource where you are guaranteed to pick up useful tips and approaches, whether you’re an email pro
or just starting out.” – Andrus Purde, Founder & CEO, Outfunnel - - No matter how great your product is, it’s very likely
that 40–60% of free trials never see your product a second time. This means that you stand to lose up to 60% of your
hard-earned signups. Do you just let them go? Email marketing is one of the highest leverage activities in a SaaS
business. It can help: • increase onboarding and trial conversions; • reduce churn; and • grow monthly recurring revenue
(MRR). By introducing a single campaign today, you could significantly increase your conversions, and get the benefits of
that increase predictably and repeatedly, week after week. That’s the beauty of automation. It’s also how we created an
upsell program at LANDR that was generating up to 42% of weekly subscription conversions. When I joined LANDR, we
were only sending 3 automated emails (and only 1 of those was performing). By focusing on sending the right email to
the right user at the right time, performance jumped up, with increases in: • product onboarding completion; •
engagement; • sales; and • upgrades to annual subscriptions. We made a lot of mistakes along the way (including
sending 85,000 emails to the wrong users). It took a lot of trial and error, long hours, and exhaustive internet searches,
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but the results were obvious. Email was more effective at generating revenue than: • Investing in more ads; • Building
new features hoping they’ll drive engagement; • Redesigning at the cost of trial and error. You can learn SaaS email
marketing the way we did (through hard work), or jump to the front of the line. The SaaS Email Marketing Playbook
includes everything I would have loved to know about email before I got started at LANDR: • how and when to create
new emails or In-App messages to influence your users’ behaviors and purchase decisions; • how to double, triple, or
quadruple the performance of every single email you send; • how to stand out in an increasingly more crowded inbox;
and • how to create processes and structure to systematically grow the performance of an email marketing program. The
book also includes seven deep dives to help you implement your onboarding, upsell, retention, referral, and behavioral
sequences, among others. You don’t need to be a master copywriter (or have one on your team) to send effective
emails. You just need the right processes and knowledge to start growing your business with email. The SaaS Email
Marketing Playbook contains everything you need to plan, build, and optimize your email marketing program. - - The
SaaS Email Marketing Playbook was written for businesses with clear signs of Product-Market Fit, that are: • selling to
consumers or businesses; • charging monthly or yearly subscription fees; • generating more than $2k MRR; and •
adding at least 200 email signups per week.
Focusing on the most rapidly changing areas of mechatronics, this book discusses signals and system control,
mechatronic products, metrology and nanometrology, automatic control & robotics, biomedical engineering, photonics,
design manufacturing and testing of MEMS. It is reflected in the list of contributors, including an international group of
302 leading researchers representing 12 countries. The book is intended for use in academic, government and industry
R&D departments, as an indispensable reference tool for the years to come. Thid volume can serve a global community
as the definitive reference source in Mechatronics. The book comprises carefully selected 93 contributions presented at
the 11th International Conference Mechatronics 2015, organized by Faculty of Mechatronics, Warsaw University of
Technology, on September 21-23, in Warsaw, Poland.
The First 90 Days by Michael D. Watkins | Summary & Analysis Preview: The First 90 Days is a handbook for the
executive in transition. It provides lessons and examples for the optimal way to successfully enter a new company,
position, or role. Above all, making a strong transition in the first 90 days can be the difference between long-term
success in that role and a spiral into failure that can haunt an executive’s reputation wherever he or she may go. The
first 90 days are best when approached as a period of learning and analysis instead of action. For a new executive, early
initiatives loom disproportionately large to new bosses, colleagues, and employees. As a result, leaders in transition
should use this time to secure early wins, learn about what supports the status quo, and develop a clear idea, together
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with higher management and employees, of what success will look like in each person’s individual role… PLEASE NOTE:
This is key takeaways and analysis of the book and NOT the original book. Inside this Instaread Summary of Influence ·
Overview of the book · Important People · Key Takeaways · Analysis of Key Takeaways About the Author With Instaread,
you can get the key takeaways, summary and analysis of a book in 15 minutes. We read every chapter, identify the key
takeaways and analyze them for your convenience.
This brand new Handbook addresses Paralympic sports and athletes, providing practical information on the medical
issues, biological factors in the performance of the sports and physical conditioning. The book begins with a
comprehensive introduction of the Paralympic athlete, followed by discipline-specific reviews from leading authorities in
disability sport science, each covering the biomechanics, physiology, medicine, philosophy, sociology and psychology of
the discipline. The Paralympic Athlete also addresses recent assessment and training tools to enhance the performance
of athletes, particularly useful for trainers and coaches, and examples of best practice on athletes' scientific counseling
are also presented. This new title sits in a series of specialist reference volumes, ideal for the use of professionals
working directly with competitive athletes.
In this seminal article, innovation experts Clayton Christensen, Stephen P. Kaufman, and Willy C. Shih explore the key
reasons why companies struggle to innovate. The authors uncover common mistakes companies make—from focusing on
the wrong customers to choosing the wrong products to develop—that can derail innovation efforts, and offer a better way
forward for management teams who want to avoid these obstacles and get innovation right. Since 1922, Harvard
Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough ideas in management practice. The Harvard Business
Review Classics series now offers you the opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your permanent
management library. Each highly readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices
and inspire countless managers around the world.
Key Topics in Surgical Research and Methodology represents a comprehensive reference text accessible to the surgeon
embarking on an academic career. Key themes emphasize and summarize the text. Four key elements are covered, i.e.
Surgical Research, Research Methodology, Practical Problems and Solutions on Research as well as Recent
Developments and Future Prospects in Surgical Research and Practice.
How can I get motivated when my mental energy feels like ... mush? Life insists we do things like: - Get out of bed. Study for exams. - Show up for work. - Think about exercise. - Make sales calls. The list goes on and on. There are so
many mind-numbing things we know we should do, but our minds and bodies say, "No!" So what do we really need? How
about strategies we can actually use? Instead of feeling defeated and sluggish, we can take iron-fisted control of our
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minds and get motivated in less than 60 seconds. We can struggle, feel guilty, and fight motivation fatigue for the rest of
our lives, or we can learn how to be smarter than our unmotivated brains. Life is short. Let’s feel motivated to do what we
have to do. No need to suffer. Let our minds work for us, instead of against us. Scroll up and start reading this book now!
Appealing to a wide audience, this ground-breaking handbook takes an in-depth look at soccer match analysis,
highlighting the latest in match analysis research and the innovative technologies now being used by professional soccer
clubs around the world. Bridging the gap between research, theory and practice, these methods can be used by coaches,
sport scientists and fitness coaches to assess and improve: styles of play, technical ability and physical fitness objective
performance feedback to players the development of specific training routines use of available notation software, video
analysis and manual systems understanding of current academic research in soccer notational analysis. This is the first
book to focus exclusively on football, and is based on the authors' extensive experience in academic and professional
match analysis.
Many of the devices and systems used in modern industry are becoming progressively smaller and have reached the
nanoscale domain. Nanofabrication aims at building nanoscale structures, which can act as components, devices, or
systems, in large quantities at potentially low cost. Nanofabrication is vital to all nanotechnology fields, especially for the
realization of nanotechnology that involves the traditional areas across engineering and science. This is the first book
solely dedicated to the manufacturing technology in nanoscale structures, devices, and systems and is designed to
satisfy the growing demands of researchers, professionals, and graduate students. Both conventional and nonconventional fabrication technologies are introduced with emphasis on multidisciplinary principles, methodologies, and
practical applications. While conventional technologies consider the emerging techniques developed for next generation
lithography, non-conventional techniques include scanning probe microscopy lithography, self-assembly, and imprint
lithography, as well as techniques specifically developed for making carbon tubes and molecular circuits and devices.
Sample Chapter(s). Chapter 1: Atom, Molecule, and Nanocluster Manipulations for Nanostructure Fabrication Using
Scanning Probe Microscopy (3,320 KB). Contents: Atomic Force Microscope Lithography (N Kawasegi et al.); Nanowire
Assembly and Integration (Z Gu & D H Gracias); Extreme Ultraviolet Lithography (H Kinoshita); Electron Projection
Lithography (T Miura et al.); Electron Beam Direct Writing (K Yamazaki); Electron Beam Induced Deposition (K
Mitsuishi); Focused Ion Beams and Interaction with Solids (T Ishitani et al.); Nanofabrication of Nanoelectromechanical
Systems (NEMS): Emerging Techniques (K L Ekinci & J Brugger); and other papers. Readership: Researchers,
professionals, and graduate students in the fields of nanoengineering and nanoscience.
Riding, training and caring for horses are visceral experiences that require the immersion of both body and mind. This
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book provides an in-depth understanding of human–horse relationships and interactions as embodied in equestrian sport
and leisure. As a closely focused ethnographic study of the horse world, it explores the key themes of partnership and
collaboration in human–horse communication, the formation of individual and collective identities performed through
involvement in the horse world, and human–horse interaction as an embodied way of being. This book argues that
encounters between humans and horses can reveal the ways that human society has been and continues to be
structured through intersection with nonhuman others. Equestrian sport and leisure provides an apt context for
considering how such concepts of interspecies communication and collaboration are negotiated, managed,
(mis)understood and performed, resulting in a uniquely embodied way of knowing and being in the world. Human–Animal
Relationships in Equestrian Sport and Leisure is fascinating reading for anyone interested in equestrianism, humananimal studies, theories of embodiment, the sociology of sport, or sport and social theory.
Interfaces between dissimilar materials are met everywhere in microelectronics and microsystems. In order to ensure
faultless operation of these highly sophisticated structures, it is mandatory to have fundamental understanding of
materials and their interactions in the system. In this difficult task, the “traditional” method of trial and error is not feasible
anymore; it takes too much time and repeated efforts. In Interfacial Compatibility in Microelectronics, an alternative
approach is introduced. In this revised method four fundamental disciplines are combined: i) thermodynamics of materials
ii) reaction kinetics iii) theory of microstructures and iv) stress and strain analysis. The advantages of the method are
illustrated in Interfacial Compatibility in Microelectronics which includes: solutions to several common reliability issues in
microsystem technology, methods to understand and predict failure mechanisms at interfaces between dissimilar
materials and an approach to DFR based on deep understanding in materials science, rather than on the use of
mechanistic tools, such as FMEA. Interfacial Compatibility in Microelectronics provides a clear and methodical resource
for graduates and postgraduates alike.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30
minutes. By reading this summary, you will learn what the "infinite mentality" is and how to adopt it on a daily basis. You
will also learn : how to distinguish between finite and infinite play modes; the importance of defining a "just cause" for
your company; the importance of highlighting courageous leaders; the importance of building consumer and employee
trust. Generally speaking, you are used to seeing the world in a binary way, distinguishing between good and evil,
success and failure, winners and losers. However, this perception is unsustainable, both personally and professionally.
Indeed, by maintaining short-term thinking, you are unable to develop a global vision of your goals and those of others.
To step back from the consequences of your decisions, you must therefore consider life as an infinite game without rules.
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You will thus become a leader who cares about everyone's well-being and will accept new challenges to give the best of
yourself. By sharing your vision, you will build trusting relationships guided by the common good and the spirit of mutual
aid. Are you ready to free yourself from the rules that prevent you from moving forward? *Buy now the summary of this
book for the modest price of a cup of coffee!
Part of the esteemed IOC Handbook of Sports Medicine and Science series, this new volume on Training and Coaching
the Paralympic Athlete will be athlete-centred with each chapter written for the practical use of medical doctors and allied
health personnel. The chapters also consider the role of medical science in the athlete’s sporting career and summarize
current international scientific Paralympic literature. Provides a concise, authoritative overview of the science, medicine
and psycho-social aspects of training and coaching disabled and Paralympic athletes Offers guidance on medical
aspects unique to the training and coaching of Paralympic athletes Endorsed by both the International Olympic
Committee (IOC) and the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) Written and edited by global thought leaders in
sports medicine
Combining different perspectives from materials science, engineering, and computer science, this reference provides a
unified view of the various aspects necessary for the successful realization of intelligent systems. The editors and authors
are from academia and research institutions with close ties to industry, and are thus able to offer first-hand information
here. They adopt a unique, three-tiered approach such that readers can gain basic, intermediate, and advanced topical
knowledge. The technology section of the book is divided into chapters covering the basics of sensor integration in
materials, the challenges associated with this approach, data processing, evaluation, and validation, as well as methods
for achieving an autonomous energy supply. The applications part then goes on to showcase typical scenarios where
material-integrated intelligent systems are already in use, such as for structural health monitoring and smart textiles.
This book highlights recent research on bio-inspired computing and its various innovative applications in Information and
Communication Technologies. It presents 50 high-quality papers from the 9th International Conference on Innovations in BioInspired Computing and Applications (IBICA 2018) and 7th World Congress on Information and Communication Technologies
(WICT 2018), which was held at Toc H Institute of Science and Technology (TIST) on December 17–19, 2018. IBICA-WICT 2018
was a premier conference and brought together researchers, engineers and practitioners whose work involved bio-inspired
computing, computational intelligence and their applications in information security, real-world contexts etc. Including contributions
by authors from 22 countries, the book offers a valuable reference guide for all researchers, students and practitioners in the fields
of Computer Science and Engineering.
To understand the dynamic patterns of behaviours and interactions between athletes that characterize successful performance in
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different sports is an important challenge for all sport practitioners. This book guides the reader in understanding how an
ecological dynamics framework for use of artificial intelligence (AI) can be implemented to interpret sport performance and the
design of practice contexts. By examining how AI methodologies are utilized in team games, such as football, as well as in
individual sports, such as golf and climbing, this book provides a better understanding of the kinematic and physiological indicators
that might better capture athletic performance by looking at the current state-of-the-art AI approaches. Artificial Intelligence in
Sport Performance Analysis provides an all-encompassing perspective in an innovative approach that signals practical
applications for both academics and practitioners in the fields of coaching, sports analysis, and sport science, as well as related
subjects such as engineering, computer and data science, and statistics.
This volume covers all aspects of carbon and oxide based nanostructured materials. The topics include synthesis, characterization
and application of carbon-based namely carbon nanotubes, carbon nanofibres, fullerenes, carbon filled composites etc. In
addition, metal oxides namely, ZnO, TiO2, Fe2O3, ferrites, garnets etc., for various applications like sensors, solar cells,
transformers, antennas, catalysts, batteries, lubricants, are presented. The book also includes the modeling of oxide and carbon
based nanomaterials. The book covers the topics: Synthesis, characterization and application of carbon nanotubes, carbon
nanofibres, fullerenes Synthesis, characterization and application of oxide based nanomaterials. Nanostructured magnetic and
electric materials and their applications. Nanostructured materials for petro-chemical industry. Oxide and carbon based thin films
for electronics and sustainable energy. Theory, calculations and modeling of nanostructured materials.
During the past decade, there has been an outpouring of books on 'the body' in society, but none has focused as specifically on
physical culture - that is, cultural practices such as sport and dance within which the moving physical body is central. Questions
are raised about the character of the body, specifically the relation between the ‘natural’ body, the ‘constructed’ body and the
‘alien’ or ‘virtual’ body. The themes of the book are wide in scope, including: physical culture and the fascist body sport and the
racialised body sport medicine, health and the culture of risk the female Muslim sporting body, power, and politics experiencing the
disabled sporting body embodied exhibitions of striptease and sport the social logic of sparring sport, girls and the neoliberal body.
Physical Culture, Power, and the Body aims to break down disciplinary boundaries in its theoretical approaches and its readership.
The author’s muli-disciplinary backgrounds, demonstrate the widespread topicality of physical culture and the body.
The third and final book in the Cat's Cradle series. The Tardis's link with Eye of Harmony is becoming ever more tenuous and is in
urgent need of repair. But the time machine takes the Doctor and Ace to a village in rural Wales, and a gateway to another world.
Examples from various organs and diseases illustrate the potential benefit obtained when both therapeutic approaches are
combined with delivery strategies. Representing the combined effort of several leading international research and clinical experts,
this book, Emerging Trends in Cell and Gene Therapy, provides a complete account on and brings into sharp focus current trends
and state-of-the-art in important areas at the interface of cell- and gene-based therapies. This book addresses the current
fragmented understanding regarding these two research areas and fills the vast unmet educational need and interest of both
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students and researchers in academia and industry. Main features of the book: · Biological aspects of stem cell sources,
differentiation and engineering. · Application of microfluidics to study stem cell dynamics · Potential clinical application of stem cells
and gene therapy to specific human disease. · Utilization of biomaterials and stem cells in regenerative medicine with particular
emphasis on spinal cord repair, ligament and bone tissue engineering. · Biomimetic multiscale topography for cell alignment.
This case presents financial and macroeconomic data for the United States between 2007 and 2013, a period covering the
financial crisis and Great Recession of 2007-2009 and the slow economic recovery from 2009 onward. During this period, the
Federal Reserve had set the federal funds rate, its primary monetary policy instrument, near zero and was using additional
monetary policy tools to stimulate the economy. One of these additional tools was quantitative easing (QE). Students will use the
data provided in the case to examine how financial markets reacted to QE actions by the Federal Reserve and to analyze the
potential impact of QE on the macroeconomy. After reading and analyzing the case, students will be able to: - Apply the event
study methodology to analyze economic effects - Recognize how macroeconomic news affects the prices of financial securities Describe the connections between the prices of financial securities and the macroeconomy - Debate the relative costs and
benefits of quantitative easing and the optimality of Federal Reserve policy ...
Lifelong Learning is essential to all individuals and in recent years has become a guiding principle for policy initiatives, ranging
from national economic competition to issues of social cohesion and personal fulfilment. However, despite the importance of
lifelong learning there is a critical absence of direct, international evidence on its extent, content and outcomes. Lifelong Learning
in Paid and Unpaid Work provides a new paradigm for understanding work and learning, documenting the active contribution of
workers to their development and their adaptation to paid and unpaid work. Empirical evidence drawn from national surveys in
Canada and eight related case studies is used to explore the current learning activities of those in paid employment, housework
and volunteer work, addressing all forms of learning including: formal schooling, further education courses, informal training and
self-directed learning, particularly in the context of organisational and technological change. Proposing an expanded conceptual
framework for investigating the relationships between learning and work, the contributors offer new insights into the ways in which
adult learning adapts to and helps reshape the wide contemporary world of work throughout the life course.
This book is a printed edition of the Special Issue "Yeast Biotechnology" that was published in Fermentation
As the most comprehensive reference work dealing with knowledge management (KM), this work, consisting of 2 volumes, is essential for the
library of every KM practitioner, researcher, and educator. Written by an international array of KM luminaries, its approx. 60 chapters
approach knowledge management from a wide variety of perspectives ranging from classic foundations to cutting-edge thought, informative
to provocative, theoretical to practical, historical to futuristic, human to technological, and operational to strategic. Novices and experts alike
will refer to the authoritative and stimulating content again and again for years to come.
World-class rehabilitation of the injured athlete integrates best practice in sports medicine and physical therapy with training and conditioning
techniques based on cutting-edge sports science. In this ground-breaking new book, leading sports injury and rehabilitation professionals,
strength and conditioning coaches, biomechanists and sport scientists show how this integrated model works across the spectrum of athlete
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care. In every chapter, there is a sharp focus on the return to performance, rather than just a return to play. The book introduces evidencebased best practice in all the core areas of sports injury risk management and rehabilitation, including: performance frameworks for medical
and injury screening; the science of pain and the psychology of injury and rehabilitation; developing core stability and flexibility; performance
retraining of muscle, tendon and bone injuries; recovery from training and rehabilitation; end-stage rehabilitation, testing and training for a
return to performance. Every chapter offers a masterclass from a range of elite sport professionals, containing best practice protocols,
procedures and specimen programmes designed for high performance. No other book examines rehabilitation in such detail from a high
performance standpoint. Sports Injury Prevention and Rehabilitation is essential reading for any course in sports medicine and rehabilitation,
strength and conditioning, sports science, and for any clinician, coach or high performance professional working to prevent or rehabilitate
sports injuries.
Science and technology has been used more and more in the last few decades to gain advantage over competitors. Quite often, however, the
actual science involved is not published because a suitable journal cannot be found. The Engineering of Sport brings together work from a
very diverse range of subjects including Engineering, Physics, Materials and Biomechanics. The Engineering of Sport represent work which
was represented at the 1st International Conference on the Engineering of Sport held in Sheffield, UK in July 1996. Many sports were
represented and the material covered split into nine topics covering aerodynamics, biomechanics, design, dynamics, instrumentation,
materials, mechanics, modelling, motion analysis, and vibrations. It should be of interest to specialists in all areas of sports research.
The Yearbook on Space Policy is the reference publication analysing space policy developments. Each year it presents issues and trends in
space policy and the space sector as a whole. Its scope is global and its perspective is European. The Yearbook also links space policy with
other policy areas. It highlights specific events and issues, and provides useful insights, data and information on space activities. The
Yearbook on Space Policy is edited by the European Space Policy Institute (ESPI) based in Vienna, Austria. It combines in-house research
and contributions of members of the European Space Policy Research and Academic Network (ESPRAN), coordinated by ESPI. The
Yearbook is designed for government decision-makers and agencies, industry professionals, as well as the service sectors, researchers and
scientists and the interested public.
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes. As you read
this summary, you will learn how to make better decisions based on the experience of a champion poker player. You will also learn: how to
better manage pressure and uncertainty; how to better bet on the future; that the quality of your decisions directly influences your happiness;
to be more benevolent towards yourself and no longer blame yourself in the event of a mistake; to see the world from other points of view. It
might seem strange to use poker as a way to make better decisions in your day to day. Yet, come to think of it, it's not that absurd. In a poker
tournament, champions have to make hundreds of decisions in a very short time. So each decision can cost or earn as much as the price of a
house. Their ability to make decisions under pressure affects their income, so they can't afford to make mistakes too often. Annie Duke
shares with you here the secrets of these professionals who are able to stay calm and decide quickly when the stakes are high. You will no
doubt find methods to improve your own decision-making. Ready to bet it? *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup
of coffee!
Decision support systems have experienced a marked increase in attention and importance over the past 25 years. The aim of this book is to
survey the decision support system (DSS) field – covering both developed territory and emergent frontiers. It will give the reader a clear
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understanding of fundamental DSS concepts, methods, technologies, trends, and issues. It will serve as a basic reference work for DSS
research, practice, and instruction. To achieve these goals, the book has been designed according to a ten-part structure, divided in two
volumes with chapters authored by well-known, well-versed scholars and practitioners from the DSS community.
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